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Course overview 

Cisco Operations and Troubleshooting 

Bootcamp for ACI 

Intensive training in ACI 

The Cisco Operations and Troubleshooting Bootcamp for ACI is a rigorous Application Centric Infrastructure 

(ACI) training program for teams of up to 12 learners, led by Cisco ACI® experts and tailored to your team’s skills 

and goals. Your bootcamp includes 9 days of in-depth training delivered over an 8-week period. Here’s how the 

process works: 

● You meet with Cisco® experts so we can assess your training needs 

● We deliver 5 days of real-time instructor-led training 

● Your team participates in self-paced e-learning to solidify their learning 

● Our experts facilitate a 4-day deep-dive lab 

● Your team can also receive expert coaching to supplement their learning 

After learning and creating with this hands-on curriculum, your team can get back to the business of automating 

and innovating, applying their newfound knowledge to optimize your network. 

What your bootcamp covers 

In your 5-day instructor-led class 

You’ll work with Cisco ACI experts on topics specific to your situation, such as: 

● Introduction to ACI 

◦ Cisco ACI fabric infrastructure and basic concepts, Cisco ACI policy model logical constructs and basic 

packet forwarding and configuring and managing external network connectivity 

● ACI Operations 

◦ ACI configuration management, monitoring, and troubleshooting 
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In your 4-day deep-dive lab 

You’ll extend the skills you gained in the 5-day class by performing complete ACI implementation tasks. You will 

build an ACI fabric and then solve common issues using troubleshooting use cases. 

● Gain immersive experience with technologies such as ACI Multisite, ACI Multi-Pod, hypervisor integration, 

and more 

● Troubleshoot ACI issues with common problems and real-world scenarios 

● Collaborate with your team to solve complex ACI configuration problems 
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